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The ARLIS Committee for the National Coordination of Art Library Resources has been conducting a survey of specialised indexes to periodicals that have been compiled by libraries or individuals. Such indexes might be to single journals or several periodicals; they might cover all aspects of art or a particular topic (e.g. architecture or fashion), or a particular type of material (e.g. obituaries, illustrations or bodk reviews); their status might be modest, incomplete, in progress, or 'on ice' for whatever reason.
The objective was to identify journals which have been retrospectively indexed, to record what the indexes cover and to note their accessibility; to provide a listing of specialised indexes for librarians and researchers; and to promote the publication of existing indexes and to identify areas where indexes are particularly needed. The following presentation gives an overview of the results of the survey.
The total number of responses was 65. Of these, 41 were from organisations which held no relevant indexes, or whose indexes were insufficiently systematic to be included in the survey, or whose indexes counted as published sources. The positive responses from the remaining 24 organisations yielded a total of 27 separate indexes.
Most of these 27 indexes can be divided into those which cover a specific journal, or small number of journals, and those which cover a subject, as represented in a larger number of journals. Barcelona (art, architecture and design, 1950-) .
Most of the responses came from British organisations, but the geographical coverage of the subject-(as opposed to journal-) oriented indexes was generally international. A number of organisations (Canterbury College of Art, Coventry and Kingston Polytechnics) showed a particular interest in indexing illustrative material from magazines such as colour supplements. Two indexes were defined by a specific 'angle' on art: the Black Art Index and the Feminist Issues in Art Index, both at Chelsea School of Art.
Unsurprisingly, traditional 5" x 3" cards were the most frequent format, with occasional sheaf binders or A4 typescripts. However, in several cases the index took the form of a computer diskette, usually accompanied by A4 printout, or in one instance a small Datagem database (Canterbury College of Art). Access to the indexes was generally unlimited, by post, telephone or in person, except in the case of the Architectural Association Library, the Royal College of Art Library, and the National Gallery Library. However, a number of organisations stressed that staff time and expertise was at a premium, so that unlimited assistance to exploit indexes could not be promised.
Publication was being considered in the case of four indexes: the Black Art Index and the Feminist Issues in Art Index at Chelsea School of Art; the National Gallery Library Index; and the Royal College of Art Periodicals Index. Definite plans for publication had been formulated for 3 indexes: the n/RI Index at Canterbury College of Art; the index to Landscape Research 1968-at Exeter College; and the Grey Books Index to the work of RIBA members illustrated in the architectural press 1900-74 at the British Architectural Library, currently being filmed by World Microfilms.
A number of suggestions were received for gaps in current coverage, either for specific journals such as Artscribe and Art Monthly or for subject areas, in particular the following: local journals such as the Scottish Arts Review; specialist jewellery and crafts periodicals not covered by Design CHOICE reviews more serious books than any other reviewing medium in the United States. Its reviews, written by college faculty throughout the U.S. and Canada, are succinct and balanced, placing each book within the literature of its field and indicating its appropriate readership level. Included are publications from American and Canadian firms, as well as many titles published abroad but distributed through North American representatives. Bibliographical information is entered, in standard library format for easy reference. 
